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Spotlight - Multi-Language

Preparation

1. Make sure you have a valid Multi-Language version of SERP
2. Import provided Demo Data
3. Login with 

Standard ID:    sample@hansaworld.com
Password:    Sample99

Script

Welcome to our demonstration of the multi-language feature in Standard ERP.

Businesses expanding into other countries often need to hire locally to understand market demands and to 
communicate in local languages.  

Standard ERP’s powerful multi-language feature allows many people from around the world to work together in 
different languages, on a single Standard ERP system, thus avoiding expensive translation methods. 

ACTION: Animation showing Navigation Centre in different language Interface

Each person’s language choice can be managed in the Global User or Person record. Let’s set this person’s 
language option to Spanish.

ACTION: Open Persons register from a shortcut on the Personal Desktop. Open record for SJ 
(Samuel Jackson). Show Language field and select Spanish. Save and log out

Now, the next time the person logs in, Standard ERP will recognize his language choice and the interface will 
be in Spanish. At the same time, his colleague in the USA can still work in English. It’s as simple as that.

ACTION: Log in as SJ again, show Spanish interface. Open Registers list to show its also in 
Spanish. Log out and log back in as NM (User: NM, no password), show English 
interface

Notice that the language throughout the system changes immediately.

ACTION: Open Registers > Invoices and change the language to Spanish using the flag button
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Toggle between languages with ease from the Navigation Center.
Check the flag for your language of choice! 

ACTION: Show Navigation Centre, point to flag button and select to open, show available 
languages

Using Standard ERP’s efficient shortcut keys, it’s quick to switch between languages. 

ACTION: Change the language using keyboard short cuts (For Mac: Cmd-Shift-Y)

Subscribe through the Marketplace, also accessible through the Navigation Center, and choose from over 30 
languages.

ACTION: Open Marketplace and point to subscribe to an additional language

Our cloud ready ERP gives companies the flexibility to expand across borders using the power of Standard 
ERP’s multi-language feature.


